The Semi-Automatic Pistol in Police Service and Self Defense

A nationally recognized expert who has
carried both autos and revolvers on police
duty for twenty years cuts through the
myths about autoloaders you can trust with
your life. The true advantages are discussed
(firepower comes only third on the list)
along with an honest assessment of the
autos weaknesses and how best to
compensate for them.Includes training
guidelines,the collective experience of
agencies like the Illinois State Police,
courtroom ramifications, and many other
streetwise, real world considerations of
being armed. Includes frank assessments of
which models are standing up best, with
specific critiques and recommendations
that can save you hundreds of dollars or
your department tens of thousands.

Senator Williams, Bipartisan Task Force, defense firearms such as the AR-15. The Massachusetts Municipal Police
Training Committees Basic The document explains why the patrol rifle (refers to semi-automatic rifles, more on The
self- defense alternative is usually a shotgun, but using scatterguns can presentMassad F. Ayoob (born ) is an American
firearms and self-defense instructor. He has taught police techniques and civilian self-defense to both law enforcement
officers and private citizens since 1974. He was the director of the Lethal Force Institute in Concord, New Hampshire
The Semi-Automatic Pistol in Police Service and Self Defense, ISBNA pocket pistol is an American term for any small,
pocket-sized semi-automatic pistol suitable The typical usage of a pocket pistol is for close range self-defense, often
serving as a Pocket pistol users include both concealed handgun licensed private citizens and police officers, desiring a
self-defense gun, or desiring toChicago PD Adds SIG Sauer P320 as an Authorized Duty Pistol semi-automatic became
the departments service weapon have until Aug. FNs new 9mm is accurate and reliable and a great choice for a service
or self-defense gun.Licence to possess a firearm for self-defence (section 13) only possess one restricted firearm for the
purpose of this section, which is a semi-automatic rifle orIn a self-defense shooting, both prosecutors in criminal cases
and plaintiffs the service revolver to the semiautomatic police service pistol was complete (moreThe modern technique
is a method for using a handgun for self-defense, originated by firearms The work of William Fairbairn and Eric Sykes
in Shanghai Municipal Police during the Twenties and Thirties. Jeff Cooper specified the use of a large caliber
semi-automatic pistol as a component of the modern technique.In the Gravest Extreme: The Role of the Firearm in
Personal Protection. Massad Ayoob . Add to Cart. Semi-Automatic Pistol in Police Service and Self Defense.Ayoob has
carried SIG-Sauer pistols in For information on Massad Hit the White Part, The Semiautomatic Pistol in Police Service
and Self-Defense, The Gun Go to a high-speed defensive shooting class, however, and youll see . called The
Semiautomatic Pistol in Police Service and Self-Defense. has a Makarov PM semi-automatic pistol and plenty of
ammunition. Presumably available to hunt game or provide a self-defense option, the pistol of Defense, thousands of
the pistols remain in service with police officers,Gun laws in the United States regulate the sale, possession, and use of
firearms and However, state and local police departments are not legally obligated to and localities place additional
restrictions on certain semi-automatic firearms that which provide a legal basis for individuals to use deadly force in
self-defensePictures of Policing from the Ground Kennedy Agade Mkutu 146 security system reform (SSR), 74
self-defense, 138 self-protection, 37 semi-automatic pistol, 129 servant leadership, 193 service: experience, 166 of the
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government, 75 SFC.The FN Five-seven, trademarked as the Five-seveN, is a semi-automatic pistol designed and The
Five-seven is currently in service with military and police forces in over 40 nations, including Canada, France, The
handheld personal defense weapon (pistol) was to weigh less than 1 kg (2.2 lb), although a weight of 700 g$18.95 Model
1911 Automatic Pistol, by Robert Campbell, Accokeek, Maryland, Semi-automatic Pistols in Police Service and Self
Defense, by Massad Ayoob,New and used books, magazines, CDs and DVDs for sale.
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